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Hello there,

 

It is the time of the month again, when we can finally share our most exciting

company news and updates with you. Our highlights of June include impressions

from Money20/20 and the PXL Ident networking event. You will also find out about

the latest product features... 

 

Make sure to scroll down to learn more 😉

 

Your PXL Vision Team

Our top highlights in June:
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PXL Ident networking Apéro was truly a success
On June 14th, PXL Vision has hosted its first networking event in Zurich after the

pandemic. On a sunny afternoon, different industry leaders and experts have joined

us for an Apéro and a pleasant networking.

One of the highlights was undoubtedly the event's guest speakers. Our guests from

OOMNIUM AG, drivemycar AG and TantumPay shared their insights on how their

companies have integrated our solution for identity verification. We have also

shared the latest features of PXL Ident with the attendees. 

Summing up, the event was indeed a successful step for us, as it not only served to

share information, but also spurred real exchange of ideas and inspiration.

Web-based NFC check is in progress
We are currently working on a milestones: Integration of NFC functionality in PXL

Ident. NFC based ID verification was previously limited to native mobile applications.

We are proud that soon also our web based auto ID solution PXL Ident can benefit

from the NFC advantages, and offer: 

✔  High conversion rates 

✔  Reduced dropout rates

✔  Higher level of security

✔  Faster onboarding process

 

We can't wait to see how our customers will make use of a new enhanced version of

PXL Ident after its launch, and how they strengthen their digital experiences.

Do you want to learn more? Contact us!

Our impressions from Money20/20

mailto:info@pxl-vision.com
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During the first week of June, we have exhibited at one of the prestigious fintech

fairs - Money20/20 in Amsterdam. The event provided us with valuable insights and

left us with many learnings. 

The fair has proven to us that PXL Vision is on the right track with focusing on IDV

conversion rates. However, we need to foster alliances with other industry players,

technology providers, and businesses to create even more comprehensive

solutions. 

Please rate us on G2 platform
We need your help please. Currently we are trying to collect reviews to determine a

transparent picture for other potential customers. 

Would you be so kind as to help us?

Then click the link and start rating our products now!

PXL Vision AG, Rautistrasse 33, Zurich, CH 8047, Switzerland
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